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Past trading results are not indicative of future results. Past price patterns may not 
repeat in precisely the same way and subsequently trading systems may not achieve 
profits/losses similar to past actual or hypothetical results. There are just too many 

variables in the markets to accurately forecast future results for any system or trader. 

CFTC DISCLAIMER 

HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF 
WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.  NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT 
WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, 
THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR 
TRADING PROGRAM. 

ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE 
GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL 
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD 
CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING 
CONDITIONS. IN ADDITION THE ABILITY TO WITH STAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TOA 
PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS 
WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE MANY OTHER 
FACTORS RELATED TO THE FINANCIAL MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS, ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY 
AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. 

THE RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING FUTURES, OPTIONS, COMMODITIES, AND  STOCKS CAN BE 
SUBSTANTIAL. YOU SHOULD THEREFORE CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER SUCH TRADING IS 
SUITABLE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR FINANCIAL CONDITION. IN CONSIDERING WHETHER TO 
TRADE OR TO AUTHORIZE SOMEONE ELSE TO TRADE FOR YOU, YOU SHOULD BE AWARE OF 
THE FOLLOWING: IF YOU PURCHASE OR SELL A FUTURE, OPTION, YOU MAY SUSTAIN A TOTAL 
LOSS OF THE INITIAL MARGIN FUNDS AND ANY ADDITIONAL FUNDS THAT YOU DEPOSIT WITH 
YOUR BROKER TO ESTABLISH OR MAINTAIN YOUR POSITION. IF THE MARKET MOVES AGAINST 
YOUR POSITION, YOU MAYBE CALLED UPON YOUR BROKER TO DEPOSIT A SUBSTANTIAL 
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL MARGIN FUNDS, ON SHORT NOTICE. IF YOU DO NOT PROVIDE THE 
REQUIRED FUNDS WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME, YOUR POSITION MAY BE LIQUIDATED AT A 
LOSS, AND YOU WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY RESULTING DEFICIT IN YOU ACCOUNT. THE 
PLACEMENT OF CONTINGENT ORDERS BY YOU OR YOUR TRADING ADVISOR, SUCH AS A 
"STOP LOSS" OR "STOP LIMIT" ORDER, WILL NOT NECESSARILY LIMIT YOUR LOSSES TO THE 
INTENDED AMOUNTS, SINCE MARKET CONDITIONS MAY MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO EXECUTE 
SUCH ORDERS.   

THE HIGH DEGREE OF LEVERAGE THAT IS OFTEN OBTAINABLE IN FUTURES AND OPTIONS 
MARKETS CAN WORK AGAINST YOU, AS WELL AS FOR YOU. THE USE OF LEVERAGE CAN LEAD 
TO LARGE LOSSES AS WELL AS GAINS. THIS BRIEF STATEMENT CANNOT DISCLOSE ALL THE 
RISK AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF THE FINANCIAL MARKETS.  

  

 



  

COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARKS  
 
Copyright 2013-2015 Next Generation Trading LLC  
 
This documentation is the property of Next Generation Trading LLC and is protected by 
copyright with all rights reserved.  
 
LEGAL DISCLAIMER  
 
The Eagle trading strategy and documentation is provided without warranty of any kind. Next 
Generation Trading LLC does not warranty, guarantee or make any representations regarding 
the use, or the results of the use of the strategy or written documentation in terms of 
correctness, accuracy, reliability, currentness or otherwise. The entire risk as to the results and 
performance of the strategy is assumed by the Licensee/user.  
 
In no event shall Next Generation Trading LLC be liable in any respect for any claims, loss, 
indirect, special or consequential damages or lost profits, resulting from use of or reliance on the 
Eagle trading strategy or documentation.   

Next Generation Trading LLC software & documentation is presented solely for training or 
informational purposes. No offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or securities derivative 
products of any kind, or any type of investment or trading advice or strategy, is made, given or 
in any manner endorsed by Next Generation Trading LLC or its affiliates.  

The Eagle trading strategy has not been developed based on knowledge of or with reference to 
your particular circumstances such as financial position, goals, risk-reward preferences, tax 
situation, brokerage arrangement, investment or trading experience, and so forth. Hence no 
content or model published by Next Generation Trading LLC constitutes a recommendation that 
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable for 
any specific person. 

You are fully responsible for any investment or trading decisions you make, and such decisions 
should be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment or trading 
objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs. For advice that is specifically addressed to your 
needs, you should personally consult an appropriate professional (e.g. registered investment 
advisor, attorney, financial planner, tax professional, etc.) regarding your specific situation. 

 
Trade executions and system response and performance may be adversely affected, including 
delays and failures, as a result of: market volatility; high share volume; other market 
fluctuations; illiquidity; other market conditions and risks; quote delays; system and software 
errors; Internet system problems relating to Internet traffic volume and capacity or other causes; 
and other factors. One or more of these factors may occur before or after you place a trade, 
resulting in delayed or failed order placement, order cancellation, trade execution and/or 
acknowledgement of any of those actions. Solely you assume those risks.  



 
 
NEXT GENERATION TRADING LLC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO USER OR TO ANY OTHER 
ENTITY OR INDIVIDUAL FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUES, TRADES, DATA OR 
FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL LOSS OR 
DAMAGE OF ANY NATURE ARISING FROM ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER. UNLESS DUE TO 
WILLFUL TORTIOUS MISCONDUCT OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE, NEXT GENERATION 
TRADING LLC (AND AFFILIATES) SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY IN TORT, CONTRACT OR 
OTHERWISE TO USER AND/ OR ANY THIRD PARTY. 



EAGLE V1.03  (Introduced October 2013) 

Eagle V1.03 is a Day trading system on the ES future 30 min bars (Eagle_ES_30), 1780 
seconds (Eagle_ES_29) or 27 min bars (Eagle_ES_27). 

The strategy is designed to maximize profits while minimizing risk. Eagle is trend following by 
design, which means that you will not lose out on the big moves while a position is reversed at 
an early stage when the market changes direction. The strategy adapts to current market 
volatility and includes proprietary indicators to cater for sideways market conditions.  

Eagle V1.03 does not hold an overnight position and enforces a variable profit target and fixed 
stoploss. It trades on average 1-2 times per day. 

Recommended Initial capital is as follow: 

ES future  $15000 - $20000 per contract 

Eagle_ES_30, Eagle_ES_29 and Eagle_ES_27 use the same buy/sell trading rules. 

Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29 use exactly the same input values while Eagle_ES_27 uses 
the same trading logic, only with slightly different input values. Note that Eagle does not expose 
all inputs to the user, as such, no inputs that can adjust entry levels are exposed.   

EAGLE V1.03 exposes the following Inputs: 

NumContracts =   Number of contracts for 1st entry (upper limit is automatically enforced by 
strategy) 

Eagle_ES_30-2:  max. 2 contracts for 1st entry 

Eagle_ES_30-3:  max. 3 contracts for 1st entry 

Eagle_ES_30-5:  max. 5 contracts for 1st entry 

Eagle_ES_30-10:  max. 10 contracts for 1st entry 

PyramidContracts =   Number of contracts for 2nd entry (upper limit is automatically enforced 
by strategy) 

Eagle_ES_30-2:  max. 2 contracts for 2nd entry 

Eagle_ES_30-3:  max. 3 contracts for 2nd entry 

Eagle_ES_30-5:  max. 5 contracts for 2nd entry 

Eagle_ES_30-10:  max. 10 contracts for 2nd entry 

FirstEntryTime = Define earliest time that a trading signal may be generated (hhmm) 

LastExitTime = Define latest time that strategy may have an open position (hhmm) 



EntryType = Define Entry order type where  0=Market order, 1=Intrabar Limit order, 2 & 3=Limit 
order at Open of bar, 5=Limit order at Open of bar or Market order if market is trending 
(Default=5)    

EODExitMode = End-Of-Day exit mode where 1=Market order exit, 2=Limit order exit according 
to EL SetExitOnClose, 3=Both 1 & 2  (Default=3) , 4=Limit order exit at 15h00  

PTMode = ProfitTarget Mode where 1=Original rule introduced 10/3/2013, 2=Alternative rule 
introduced on 4/8/2014, 3=Alternative rule introduced on 9/4/2014 for Eagle_ES_27 only 
(Default=2 for Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29, Default=3 for Eagle_ES_27) 

BasePTdollar = Base Profit Target amount in USD (per contract) when the strategy has one 
open trade 

DollarStop = Stoploss exit defined in USD (per contract) when the strategy has one open trade 

PyramidBasePTDollar = Base Profit Target amount in USD (per contract) when the strategy 
has two open trades 

PyramidDollarStop = Stoploss exit defined in USD (per contract) when the strategy has two 
open trades 

QualityFilter = Filter to improve Avg. trade net profit, where 0=Off, 1=On, 2=Additional filter 
introduced on 9/18/2015 for Eagle_ES_27 only (Default=1 for Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29, 
Default=2 for Eagle_ES_27) 

OpportunisticMode = Opportunistic Mode where 0=Off, 1/2=On. When switched on, the 
strategy will execute additional opportunistic trades. When OpportunisticMode=1 then the 
additional trades will be focusing on counter trend opportunities and when OpportunisticMode=2 
then the additional trades will be a combination of both counter trend and trend-following 
(Default=1 for Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29. Default=2 for Eagle_ES_27). 

ExcludeFilter = Switch ExcludeFilter On/Off where True=On, False=Off  (Default=False). 
ExcludeFilter not available on 27min version. 

ExcludeStartMMDD = Specify Start of exclude period using format MMDD  

ExcludeEndMMDD = Specify End of exclude period using format MMDD 

ShowInfoBox = Display InfoBox with message for trading days with no signals (Default=True) 

ShowVersion = List version details to EasyLanguage Print Log when True (Default=False) 

We do not recommend adjusting any of the Entry/ExitTime Inputs, although you may want to 
adjust the EntryType, EODExitMode, BasePTdollar and DollarStop. If uncertain, simply use the 
defaults. 

 



 

You can choose between 5 EntryTypes: 

0=Market order, i.e. a new entry signal will execute at the Open of the bar using a Market order. 
With this setting, it is unlikely that the strategy will miss an entry signal during real-time trading 
conditions. However, since the strategy will be aggressive in executing the entry order, 
EntryType=0 may also lead to higher slippages compared to EntryType=1, 2, 3 & 5. For optimal 
profitability in real time, you may want to consider one of the Limit order entry types (see below). 

1=Intrabar Limit order, i.e. a new entry signal will execute via a Limit order at a level lower (for a 
Buy) or higher (for a Short) than the open of the bar. It may not happen with smaller trading 
sizes, but with EntryType=1, there is an increased probability that the entry order may not be 
filled or may only be filled partially when trading in larger trading sizes. Whether or not you 
encounter this scenario in real-time, depends on the liquidity of the underlying market. If at any 
stage you experience an entry that was not filled and you are uncomfortable with the scenario or 
unsure how to deal with it, then EntryType=2 (see below) may be the more appropriate setting 
for yourself, since Limit orders at the Open of a bar have a higher probability of being filled 
compared to Intrabar Limit orders. (Please also read FAQ7: What may I do when my limit order 
has not been filled and my real-time position is out of sync with the theoretical position?) 

2=Limit order at Open of bar, i.e. a new entry signal will execute via a Limit order at the Opening 
price of the bar.  This setting may be most suitable for any trader that is new to 
trading/TradeStation or professional traders executing with a trade size>5 contracts. With this 
setting, there is an increased probability that the entry order will be filled. In other words, with 
this setting, the risk of missing an entry in real-time, is lower than with EntryType=1.  If you are 
uncertain which Limit entry type to choose, then EntryType=2, 3 or 5 may be the more prudent 
choice. 

IMPORTANT: Whether to choose EntryType=1 or EntryType=2/3/5, remains the decision of the 
user. Be aware that hypothetical results in the TradeStation Strategy Performance Report will 
always be higher for EntryType=1. Based on the liquidity and market action of the underlying 
symbol, the onus is on the user to evaluate if limit entries are properly filled when using 
EntryType=1 in real-time, and if not, the user may consider using EntryType=2, 3 or 5.  

3=Limit order at Open of bar.  Same as EntryType=2 except when reversals occur. With a 
reversal, the exit from the current position will be a Market order while the entry for the new 
trade will be a Limit order at the Open of the bar.   

5=Limit order at Open of bar or Market order if market is trending.  Same as EntryType=3 
except when the market is trending strongly. Then Eagle can afford to be a bit more aggressive 
than usual and may rather give away a tick slippage to make sure that we get into the next trade 
with a market order.  (EntryType=5 is the default setting) 

 

 



 

Second entry order (Pyramiding) 

IMPORTANT: To allow the strategy to selectively generate a Second entry order, pyramiding 
can be set as follow: On the General tab of the ‘Strategy Properties for All’ dialog, set Position 
limits to ‘Allow up to 2 entry orders in the same direction as the currently held position, when the 
order is generated by a different entry order’ 

  

Note that the second entry order will always be a Limit order. Using this setting will increase 
trading activity. As a result, profits may be substantially increased but at the same time risk is 
also increased. Use this option only if you understand the risks of Pyramiding and are prepared 
to stomach an increased drawdown. 

 

EODExitMode needs a bit more explanation:  When set to 1, the strategy will exit with a market 
order at the opening of the LastExitTime bar. For example, if on the ES future, the LastExitTime 
is set to 15h15 (default), then the strategy will exit at 15h00 which is the opening time of the bar. 
When set to 2, the strategy will exit with a limit order at the time defined in the TradeStation 
platform to be used when executing the EasyLanguage SetExitOnClose command (for ES, this 
is 15h00).  When set to 3, the strategy will use both 1 & 2. In real-time, if the LastExitTime is 
before or the same as the SetExitOnClose time, it will mean that the market order will always be 
executed. This setting is useful to ensure accurate back-testing results for days when the 
market closed before the official time, e.g. on long week-ends. On such days, the market order 
will never be triggered on the LastExitTime bar, but the SetExitOnClose limit order will close out 
the position and prevent the strategy from holding a position overnight. 

A fourth EODExitMode caters for users that experience unfilled orders when EODExitMode=2 
which uses the EasyLanguage SetExitOnClose command.  When EODExitMode=4, the Eagle 
strategy will exit with a Limit order when Time=CalcTime(Sess1EndTime,-15), which is 15h00 
(Exchange time) for the ES future.  

If uncertain about any of the above, just use the default setting of 3. 

PTMode allows you to choose between 2 different profit target modes. PTMode=1 uses the 
original profit target rule introduced 10/3/2013 while PTMode=2 (Default for Eagle_ES_30 & 
Eagle_ES_29) uses an alternative rule which was introduced on 4/8/2014. PTMode=2 promotes 



a higher Avg. Trade Net Profit.  PTMode=3 only available on Eagle_ES_27 introduced on 
9/4/2015 (Default for Eagle_ES_27) 

Eagle implements a variable profit target stop. In other words, the profit target level is 
automatically adjusted on every new bar. You can use the input BasePTdollar to set a base 
profit target amount in USD. Note that this amount is merely used as a base for the actual profit 
target calculation which is determined by the Eagle strategy logic. Do NOT expect profit targets 
to always agree with the BasePTdollar amount. This input only gives partial control over the 
profit target and the strategy logic may adjust the profit target upwards/downwards on any given 
bar. 

The DollarStop input can be used to specify the stop loss amount in USD. The stop loss is a 
fixed stop loss, in other words, once you have set the stop loss via the DollarStop injput, the 
Eagle strategy will strictly enforce the stop loss amount without adjusting it. 

The OpportunisticMode input is used to set the Opportunistic Mode where 0=Off, 1/2=On 
(Default=1 for Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29. Default=2 for Eagle_ES_27). When switched 
on, the strategy will explore additional trading opportunities. All opportunistic trades are limit 
orders, regardless of the EntryType setting. The OpportunisticMode logic was only added to the 
Eagle strategy on 6/27/2015 and is optional (though recommended). By setting 
OpportunisticMode=0, the strategy will be exactly the same as before the OpportunisticMode 
trading rule was introduced. When OpportunisticMode=1 then the additional trades will be 
focusing on counter trend opportunities and when OpportunisticMode=2 then the additional 
trades will be a combination of both counter trend and trend-following. OpportunisticMode=2 
was only introduced on 9/4/2015 and is only available on Eagle_ES_27. 

ExcludeFilter allows you to switch trading signals off for a certain period of the year, repeatedly 
every year.  For example when ExcludeFilter=True, ExcludeStartMMDD = 0520, 
ExcludeEndMMDD = 0602, then the strategy will not generate any signals between 20 May and 
2 June every year. If ExcludeFilter=False (the default), then the filter is switched off. The 
ExcludeFilter is only available in Eagle_ES_30 and Eagle_ES_29. 

Trading days with no signals 

The strategy rules of Eagle_ES may conclude on certain days that market conditions are not 
favorable for a profitable trade in either direction. Eagle will then issue the following statement in 
the EasyLanguage Print Log: 

 “Eagle_ES_30:  Date  Time :  No entry signals for rest of day".  

(Within TS, use the View, EasyLanguage Print Log menu option to display the print log)   

When this message is issued, it means that Eagle will not generate any new entries for the rest 
if that specific trading day. If the strategy is flat at that moment, then it will not enter into any new 
trade for the day and if the strategy has an open position when the message is issued, then the 
strategy will still exit the open position sometime before the end of the day, but no new entry 



signals will be issued. This message may be issued any time during the day, but once the 
message has been issued, no new entry signals will be generated. 

  



Trading session 

Eagle_ES_30, Eagle_ES_29 and Eagle_ES_27 uses the Regular session. For ES this is from 
8:30am-3:15pm Exchange time (i.e. Time Zone=Exchange). No manual changes are required to 
the workspace you have downloaded/installed from the TS Trading AppStore. Do NOT apply 
Eagle_ES to the 24 hour session, in other words, within TradeStation always use the ES  
symbol that includes a ‘.D’, e.g. @ES.D  or for real-time purposes @ESU15.D for example. 

TIP: When using the continuous contract (i.e. @ESH14.D, @ESM14.D, @ESU15.D, 
@ESZ15.D ) you don’t need 16 years of history. 2-3 months of data is more than sufficient and 
will result in faster recalculation of the strategy at all times. So for real-time purposes, on the 
Format Symbol dialog, Settings tab, you may choose Range=3 months back. Always make sure 
that Time Zone=Exchange. Note that within TradeStation, you cannot Automate a strategy on 
the @ES.D continuous contract and when automating, you need to use the real-time contract 
e.g. @ESH15.D  (Refer FAQ6) 

 

Automation settings 

Automation is a very personal choice and we cannot recommend any specific Automation 
settings. However, since Eagle_ES_30 makes use of Limit orders and since it sometimes uses 
limit orders to reverse a position, we have to make sure that Eagle exits its position when it is 
supposed to. Thus it is recommended that Limit orders (especially exit limit orders) are 
converted to Market orders after a period of time. This period can be set on the Automation tab 
of the ‘Strategy Properties for All...’ dialog, and will determine how aggressive the strategy will 
be to convert limit orders to market orders. Typically a value somewhere between 30-60 
seconds may be appropriate, e.g. 

  



 

Evaluation methodology 

During development of the Eagle strategy, several techniques were employed to protect against 
overly curve-fitting, amongst other: 

 
- Back-test the strategy over a substantial number of data points to generate a large 
number of trades, using 1 minute Look-Inside-Bar resolution for additional accuracy.  
 
Eagle_ES has been back-tested since 1997. During the period Oct 1997 - Oct 2013, the 
Eagle_ES strategy generated more than 4000 trades  

- Performed back-testing on different bar intervals of the ES symbol. 
The strategy trades profitable on multiple bar intervals of the ES symbol, using the same 
buy/sell rule logic, only with slight adjustments to a few parameters. Eagle_ES_30 and 
Eagle_ES_29 use exactly the same input values while Eagle_ES_27 uses the same trading 
logic, only with slightly different input values. (Note that Eagle does not expose all inputs to the 
user and proper adjustment for a different bar interval can thus only be performed by the 
developer of Eagle).  
 
 
 
- Performed Walk-Forward testing, Monte Carlo Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis  
 
A Cluster Analysis of Multiple Walk-Forward Analyses as well as a Monte Carlo Analysis were 
performed on the Eagle_ES using the TradeStation TM Walk-Forward Optimizer (WFO).  
The evaluation was performed on 16 years of ES 30 minute with a 1 minute Look-Inside-Bar 
back-testing resolution for additional accuracy.  
Finally, a detailed Sensitivity Analysis confirmed that individual inputs are not overly sensitive to 
changes in parameter values. 
 

  



 

Back-testing assumptions 
 
During back-testing and walk-forward testing of the Eagle_ES, we used an assumption of  
$2.50 Commission per contract   ($5.00 roundturn) and 
$6.25 Slippage per contract, which is equivalent to one tick slippage on every second leg. 
 
Next Generation Trading LLC has opened a futures trading account with TradeStation and 
Eagle_ES_30 trading signals have been faithfully executed in real-time since beginning of 
October 2013.  
 
For the period 10/3/2013-1/11/2014, using a 1 contract size trade size, the total slippage during 
this period in this account was 18.25 points as measured over 166 entry/exit trades. Thus, on 
average the slippage was 18.25/166 = 0.11 x $50 = $5.50 per contract, which is below the 
slippage amount of $6.25 per contract that we have used during back-testing & evaluation. 
 
Note that the figures listed above should only be used as a guideline and the onus is on 
yourself, the user/trader to select a realistic slippage amount that would most accurately mimic 
your own trading scenario. 
  



  
Troubleshooting 

Should you run into any installation or instability issue within the TradeStation platform, please 
check the following: 

1) Check your Windows User Account Control settings and make sure it is set to the lowest 
level, i.e. Never Notify. (This is a requirement for the TradeStation platform as a whole) 
In Windows 7 go to Control Panel -> System And Security -> Change User Account 
Control settings. 
In Windows 8, go to Control Panel -> User Accounts -> Change User Account Control 
settings. 
 

2) Make sure that any Anti-virus software on the computer specifically excludes monitoring 
TradeStation files and applications i.e. all files in the C:\Program files (x86)\TradeStation 
9.x  folder and subfolders.  
If you have a firewall, you need to allow the TradeStation 9.x application and 
TradeStation Development Environment to communicate through the firewall. 
The security mechanism of Eagle is consistently communicating with an external dll. 
If the anti-virus software thinks this communication is suspicious, it may interfere/delay 
this communication which may lead to instability. 
 

3) Remove unnecessary Bloatware from your computer. Bloatware (e.g. Cyberlink) has 
previously been confirmed as the culprit of crashes within TradeStation. 

 
4) Make sure you have only 1 active Eagle_ES_30 strategy running. 

 
5) Switch of Look-Inside-Bar (LIB) resolution for your real-time workspaces. 

(Within TS, go to Format, Strategies, Properties for All, and on the General tab, uncheck 
the ‘Use Look-Inside-Bar Back-testing checkbox) 
LIB is a feature that is only useful for historical back-testing and is not needed for real-
time. 
LIB significantly increase the amount of calculations that TS has to perform on every bar. 
All the additional/unnecessary calculations may just contribute to a problem. 
 

6) Do NOT use TS9.1 together with Windows Server (both 2008 or 2012). If you have to 
use Windows Server, then rather use TS9.5 
 
 
 

 

  



Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Why don’t I get any signals when I apply Eagle_ES to a different symbol or bar 
interval? 
Eagle has got built in protection that prevents copies of the strategy to be run 
simultaneously on different symbols or bar intervals. In other words, if the original 
window contains an Eagle_ES strategy, then if you make a copy of the original window 
and change the symbol on the second chart to a different symbol or bar interval, you will 
not receive any signals on the second window. You are however allowed to have copies 
of the same strategy in different windows, as long as the status of the second strategy is 
‘Off’. You can then swap between windows by switching On/Off the status of the strategy 
(using Format, Strategies, Status button), but the principle remains that a specific Eagle 
strategy can only be active (i.e. Status=On) on one symbol/bar interval at any time. 
For Eagle_ES_30-x the bar interval should always be 30 minute bars. 
For Eagle_ES_29-x the bar interval should always be 1780 second bars. 
For Eagle_ES_27-x the bar interval should always be 27 minute bars. 
 

2. Can Eagle_ES be applied to other bar intervals? 
 
With slight adjustments to a few inputs, the Eagle_ES strategy can be applied to multiple 
bar intervals ranging within +-15 minutes of the default bar interval. However,  Eagle 
does not expose all inputs to the user and proper adjustment for a different bar interval 
can only be performed by the developer of Eagle. As the Eagle subscription base grows, 
we may consider releasing additional versions in future, catering for a greater variety of 
bar intervals.  
 

3. Is the number of Eagle subscribers limited? 

Yes. The Eagle strategies are offered to the public at large, yet for any specific Eagle 
strategy (e.g. Eagle_ES_30), we are limiting the number of subscribers to 50. This is to 
prevent that too many users try to execute their entry/exit signals at the exact same time, 
which may lead to excessive slippage. 

      4.  On a shortened trading day, Eagle did not issue an EOD exit? 

The TradeStation Platform does not trigger the End-Of-Day exit on shortened trading 
days (e.g. the day before ThanksGiving). Users need to identify in advance when a 
shortened trading day will take place (usually before a Holiday or long weekend) and 
then on that day, the user will have to manually exit the strategy a few minutes before 
the market closes. 

5.   How do I Automate a strategy in TradeStation? 

On the Format Analysis Techniques & Strategies dialog, Strategies tab: 
 At the bottom: 
Check ‘Generate strategy orders for display in TradeManager’s Strategy Orders tab’ 



Check ‘Automate execution using xxxx account with confirmation On/Off’ 
Press ‘Properties for All’ button: 
On Automation tab, select an appropriate Strategy fill logic 
WARNING: Since trading technology is not fail-safe, the automation feature must be 
used with caution and constant supervision. It is important to ensure that no position has 
been left open and carried into the overnight market unintentionally. 
Contact TradeStation Support directly for any questions related to Automation within the 
TradeStation platform. 
 

6.  I can not automate the Eagle strategy on the chart that comes with the default 
workspace? 

In TradeStation, you cannot automate a strategy on the @ES.D continuous symbol but 
you can automate the strategy on the real-time contract e.g. @ESH15.D 

7. How much data do I need for real-time trading purposes? 

When using the continuous contract (e.g. @ESH15.D), you don’t need 16 years of 
history. 2-3 months of data is more than sufficient and will result in faster recalculation of 
the strategy at all times. So for real-time purposes, on the Format Symbol dialog, 
Settings tab, you may choose Range=3 months back. Always make sure that Time 
Zone=Exchange. 

8. What may I do when my limit order has not been filled and my real-time position is 
out of sync with the theoretical position? 
 
Entry leg:  If the order that was not filled is the entry leg of a new position, then you may 
consider the following procedures: 

1) Switch off automated trading if you have been auto trading, until the strategy generated 
an exit signal for the entry that you missed. Then you may resume auto trading. 

2)  if within the following bars the market retrace to the suggested entry level, then you may 
manually enter the market, but only if you can enter at the same or better price level than 
was suggested by the original limit order that was not filled. Ideally, do NOT trade away 
from the suggested entry price, rather skip both the entry and exit signals instead of 
chasing an entry. 
 
Exit leg: If the order that was not filled is the exit leg of an existing position, then it is 
recommended that you synchronize with the theoretical position as soon as possible. 
Use your own judgement / discretion to place an order that will exit the current position. 
 
IMPORTANT:  The procedures listed above are provided for informative purposes 
only and should not be interpreted as advice. The onus is on yourself, the 
user/trader to make the final trading decision. 

  



For more information, please contact Wouter Oosthuizen   

Tel. 954-529-8671 or  E-mail: support@nextgentrading.com     


